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Hawthorne honored at AJ
JUNIOR. RECOGNIZED
BY BSA FOR LEADERSHIP AND ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
.
. ..
.

.

in disbelief.. My grandma just
grabbed me from behind. It was a
On April 7, a crowd of 450 night I'll never forget-When I was
people in the Banquet Room.of Cin- up on stage, and my profile was
tas Center erupted into enthu.siastic being read, it hit me - wow," said
applause when Corey Hawthorne Hawthorne.
"There's a certain standard that
accepted the revered Antonio John-·
comes with being selected the AJ
son Scholarship.
.
The Antonio Johnson 'Scholar- recipient," Hawthorne said.
"As a senior in high school, I
ship gala is an annual event planned
by the Black Student Association. had 'met the girl.who was the AJ
The gala honored not OJlly Haw- recipient - Natasha Hamilton, and
thorne, but several other students fo~ me to go full circle, it's an eerie
feeling. I hol.d all the people who
and faculty.
Hawthorne's glass trophy is have won on such a high pedestal,
more·thanjustan award; it's valued and it's weird .to actually .be that
at over $37,0.00, a scholarship that · person," s~id Hawthorne.
"It's my duty to give back now,
covers tuition, room and board,
and book,s for his senior year. The . and make sure I'm visible, arid
·recipient. is. someone whom the work hard."
Other students who received
Xavier community looks to as a role
model: well~rounded, academically .awards include Jabriel Kelle.y,
competitive, and a strong leader. Jo·rdan Olinger, Raven Curry,
The winner is traditionally African Omari Aarons and Prince Johnson.
American, and is selected by a spe- Honored faculty members include
Professors Adam Clark and Tonya
cial committee in February.
Without fail, competition is al- Dawson.· ·
ways tough. This year, I 7 students
· Aside from awards, the evening
.. featured a keynote speaker; a jazz.--- ·
were ndiiiiiiated: - --- ·
.The final contestants included band, and a gourmet dinner.
Hawthorne and five women: Rachel
A special committee ot)he Black
Bonds, Mina Devine, Alexis Mc- Student Association, co-chaired by
Connell, Janika Wilson, and Aisha Justine Casselle and Bianca Doster,
Patton. Each contestant has been has been planning the AJ Scholaractive in the Black StudentAssocia- ship Gala sinf:e August 2005. Retion and other leadership outlets on garded as one of the most formal
campus while simultaneously main- student-run events of the year, the
taining a GPA of3.0 or higher.
event was appropriately .themed
Of the group of six, Patton was "30 Years of Excellence: A Vision
.honored with the FACS Runner-up to a Legacy."
Aw.ard, valued at $10,000.
"I am so proud that I had the
Hawthorne said he was over- opportunity to share in the recome with excitement when he sponsibility of the success of this
realized he had won the award.
event. It has been one of the most
"It was unique since I was the memorable experiences of my col- only male. When Father ~ennealy lege career here at Xavier," noted
said 'Mister,' I just closed my eyes Casselle.
JENNIFER DOWNING
Senior News Editor
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PHOTO COURTESY COREY HAWTHORNE

Hawthorne (far right) poses for a p9st-award photo with parents Carl and Linda ..

Cosby "Calls Out" Cincinnati
"Put a body on 'em," said Cos-

JENNIFER DOWNING
· Senior News Editor

by.

.To the 1,200 people who gathParents should be an active part
ered to hear Bill Cosby speak on of their children's lives to prevent
Api:il 13 in Cintas Center, Cosby family breakdown and a l~ck of
is more than a stand-up comedian. education, indicated Cosby. :parentHe's a role model who advocates ing, from not only parents, but also
family involvement in the live~ ' from the community, means taking
of. children, particularly minority responsibility.
Thursday's dialogue included
children.
And by incorporating a little bit a 14-person panel, many of whom
of his timeless huinqr into his more were from the Cincinnati area. Most
serious message, the appreciative spoke in regard to how Cosby's
crowd indicated that he does it message' can mobilize families
well.
within Cincinnati.
"A Call Out With Cosby" is part
The crowd was predominantly
of Cosby's national tour to discuss African-American adults, but some
education and social responsibility, student~ were. in the audience, departicularly towards less-privileged spite the conflict of Easter Break.
minorities. The event was free,
Aaron Parker, a junior· from
open fo the Xavier community and Toledo, was able to make it to
the event. As the president of the
the public.
. Cosby's visit to Cincinnati was Gentlemen Organized for Achievethe first in five years,.in part due to ment and Leadership and the
some disapproval he· received for Administrative Vice President of
criticizing African Americans for the Black Student Association, he
a lack of c'ontrol in their children'~ round Co!!by's message powerful.
According to Parker, one of
lives.
Cosby's strengths was providing
The overall message?·

.a realistic message. Cosby and the
board encouraged the crowd to take
action now.
"He reinforced my opinions
on parent responsibility, and he
influenced me to be niore·active in
the surrounding communities that
need help. He also influenced· me to
continue to be a positiye role. model
for the youth," said Parker.
Though Cosby's message is
controversial to some, Parker, along
with most of the crowd was grateful
to hear him live.
"Hearing Bill Cos15y speak in
person was a joy because he was
speaking about improving our com. ·mun.ities. My hope is that everyone,
inCluding myself, puts his words
into action and.~akes a positive
· impact."
The high number of press releases and enthusiasm surrc:iunping Cosby's "Call Out" indicate
thaf speakers with such prestige
are well-appreciated. Like many,
Parker hopes that Xavier and other
organizations continue to bring such
influential speakers to campus.
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Bill Cosby's national tour stopped at Cintas .Center Thursday.
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'BRIEF.S'
Rachel Peters, Editor
News Room: 745-3122
newswire-news@xavier.edu

Invisible Children
The Invisible Children Tour
is coming to Xavier. Come to
Kelley Auditorium· at 2:30 p.m.
on Thursday to watch the Invisible Children video and learn
more about the war in Northern
Uganda and the children who
are forced to become soldiers.
If you can't make it at 2:30
p.m., come at 9:30 p.m. that
same day. Contact Katie Cole
at colekm@xavier.edu for more
infonnation.

Raffle for athletes
Show your support for
Xavier athletics by purchasing
your ticket for the All For One
$25,000 raffle. In addition to
your chance of winning $25,000
or various other cash prizes,
you directly impact the life of a
Xavier student-athlete. Anyone
who purchased a ticket by March
3 I was eligible for a special early
bird drawing for tickets to a 2006
men's basketball away game that
includes airfare, hotel and tickets
for two. Tickets are $50 each
and can be purchased by phone
at 745-28I9 or by going online.
The drawing takes place on Aug.
28 at the AFO Golf Classic. The
winner does not need to be present to win.

Fun Factory
Sigma-Gamma Rho Sorodty,
Inc. (Pi Upsilon and Nu Gamma,
UC's chapter) are hosting a
fundraiser for both chapters,
as well as collecting canned
. goods. This is taking place from
9 p.m.- 2 a.m. on Saturday at the
Fun Factory.' The price is $4 for
Greeks and $6 for non-Greeks
($I discount with canned good).
Contact Janika Wilson at 9245699 or sigmaxu@hotmail.com
for more infonnation.

Freelance preacher c'au~es ruckus
DAVID WARFIELD
Managing Editor .

Easter break. Still, MorriS ·almost
consistently kept a crowd of at least

quoted a New Testament passage
condemning those who make a
. show of their holiness on. street
. comers "as hypocrites do."
Last year's v.isitor to our· free· ·speech comer was a man who went
by the name of Brother Jim. Unlike
Morris, who says ~e was called to .
·
.·

Like the red-breasted robin, or ".15-20~onlookers.
the groundhog when we're lucky, .
Like many freelanc~ preachers
there is one.sure sign of spring that ·from past seasons, Morris spent
Xavier students know: the arrival of much of his energy denouncing
. the year's first street preacher at' the homosexuality, and particularly the
comer of Ledgewood .and Herald, Catholic Church's.attitudes toward
exhorting Xavier's Catholics and homosexmrls, which, he
non-believers to repent. .
insisted, are the direct root
. The first visitor of this spring of the church's sex abuse
came last Wednesday, while after- scandal.
noon classes were wrapping up:
But homosexuals were
Donnie Morris or "Brother Donnie" not the only ones Morris
as he calls bimself.
was prepared to write off
· Morris is a self-described Holi- for eternal. damna~ion.
ness Pentecostal from Wrightsville, Pre~marital sex, drugs,
Ga., a freelance minister from Word alcohol, and rock 'n' roll
of Truth Campus Ministries, an music wer.e just some of
. organization he runs with his wife. the things Morris insisted
He was joined by his wife near the could land one in the lake
end ofhis presentation, who brought of fire:
with her their 9-week and 15-month"How many of you
old daughters. By campus ministry, call yourself Christians?"
Morris means traveling from one Morris asked. "Now how
college to· the. next to deliver what mariy of you· drink or
is essentially the same messiige: smoke?" he asked. "Typi"If you're a sinner, and you do cal Catholics," he stated.
not tum from sin and go to Christ "Go to church on Sunday ·
.·instead, you are going to Hell," morning, go to confession,
·then you go right back to
Morris said.
Morris came dressed in a shirt sin. You're disgusting."
PHOTOCOURTESYOFWWW.WKUHEARALD.
and tie, carrying his literature in a.
.Xavier students. were Brattier Donnie Morris frequents campuses
briefcase emblazoned with stickers naturally eager to cha!- like Western Kentucky University (above)
condemning abortion, pre-marital lenge Brother. Morris. to urge students to repent their sins.
sex and evolution. He spoke to any Not all had the ability to
·
.
passerby who would listen from raise the discussion above a volley ·his ministry from his job as a celabout 2 - 4 p.m.
of insults; some actually lowering lular antennae installer; Brother'iim
While the visit was clearly the. discourse through purposeful had a much more interesting back·planned for a time of heavy "student blasphemy, or other antics of shock ground, complete with lurid stories
presence on campus, the preacher value. Still, many students brought · · ofhigh school drug use; alcoholism,
miscalculated arid caught Xavier Bibles to counter his statements an insatiable appetite
heavy
half-empty, with many students al- or quoted scripture from I)lemory, metal music, and a conversion story
ready having hit the road, leaving for like junior Ryan Masterson, who which involyedJim !'pumpilig [~is]
1

for

head full of two joints 9fColumbian
Gold arid a piJ?.t ofYukori Jack" at a
Van Halen concert.
.
When one student asked Morris ·
if he believed in the efficacy of his
confrontational approach· to ministry, Morris explained his philosophy.
"I'm only· trying to do what Jesus
himself did," he explained. "There's
an impression among young people
that says 'Don't off~md, never of· fend,' and it's just notthe case ... Did ·
Jesus call people out ·and tell them
when they \Vere sinners? You· bet
· he did."
.
With the special combination of
Xavier's Jesuit theology, our identity
as an urbane· and fairly progressive
-'institution, and the sight of dozens·
of girls in shorts and bikini tops·
all over the greenspace, one could
argue we are a natural magnet for
this kind of event. Whether students
· are·attracted to the spectacle out of
anger, curiosity, or sheer eQtert~in-.
ment, it's clear that the students are
drawn to the scene.
·
Though Morri~ has run into
trouble at different colleges, Xavier .
Campus Police did not step in during his visit. Campus· Police. told
the Newswire that had he returned
the next day, they might have taken
action, but Easter break left campus
mostly empty last Thu~sday, and
. Word of Truth Ministries had presumably moved on.
.
. While no·one could reasonably
label Xavier University a "bible
college," our students get a taste of
fire and brimstone o.nce in a while.
Wlie~~r or qot it represents the sort
of dialogue often called for by various campus voices is unclear.

Sunny end for rainy·relay
KELLY SHAW
Contributing Writer
The weekend before Easter break
was a busy b_ut successful one for
members of Xavier's Relay for Life
teams. After relay walking for I8
hours, more than 240 walkers raised
over $3 I,000 for the American
Cancer Society-more than Xavier
has ever raised for 'this event in the
past.
Beginning at 6 p.m. on Friday
and lasting untii I2 p.m. on'Saturday, there were 26 teams made up
of students, families and local businesses walking on the greenspfice.
"Relay for Life' brings people

walki_ng outside.
together," said co-chair of.Xavier's ·those who have lost the fight
However, the flames did not stay
Relay for Life, Mindy Heitkei:.
To make the night-long walk a
"We honor each person who. has lit for, very long due to the rainy little less tiring, there were many
·
been touched by this disease while weather.
activities for reiayers to take part
"I didn't have to walk out in the in. The theme of this year's Relay·
raising money for cancer research,
education, advocacy, and service." rain, but some people did," said was superheroes,' so activities also
A survivor lap begun the·relay, Morris. When many participants included watching.movies like "Xand more than five cancer survivors were soaked after trying to stand Men" and "Batman." Laps were
participated. That lap was ihe most the cold and wet greenspace,. the . even named for famous superheroes ·
meaningful part of the experience walk was moved into the Galla- such as Harry Potter and· Chuck
to many participants. "The looks gher. Student Center until the rain Norris.
Over 15 raffle winners and ttie
on their faces were so happy," stopped, but the small space posed
said Stephanie Morris, a first year problems, too. "It was really tiring teams who raised the most·money
walking in circles [inside Gallagher received gifts such as Rl?lay for Life
participant.
·
A luminary ceremony took place Student Center] for an hour," said apparel, packages from P&G, and
around rn·p.m. to_hor~or those cur- Morris, who was glad when she got · Gold's Gym memberships.
rently battling cancer, as well as to spend the rest of her four hours

POLIC-E NOTES

Health expo
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs and its affiliate organizations are hosting "Your Health,
Your Life: African-American
Health ~ymposium" from I I
a.m. - 4 p.m. today in the Gallagher Student Center. The event
promotes health awareness and
education about a wide variety
of health topics and issues.
Free blood pressure readings,
diabetes testings, eye screenings,
stress-tests, giveaways and more
are available to the Xavier community. Contact Shurrell Suttles
at 745-318I or.(216) 496-I333
for more infonnation.

THE XAVIER NEWSWJRE

April 3, 1:41 p.m. A student was cited for possession
of a fake ID that was discovered in
a lost '\_Vallet at the Campus Police
station.

April 9, 4:25 a.m.' Two students were cited for
disorderly' conduct after knocking
a hole in the wall in the lo~l?Y of
Brockman Hall.

April 1t, 6 p.m. -

°A student reported the theft of a
bookbag from a vehicle parked on
Ledgewood. Cincmnati Police were
notified.

April 6, 12:36 a:m. April 9, 8:30 a.m. - ·
Campus Police and Residence Life Campus Police. investigated a April 14, 7:34 p.m. investigated the report of a party report of a non-student entering Three no.n-students playing
in the Village. One student who an unlocked Village apartment basketball in Schmiµt Fieldhouse
hid on the balcony and gave false and, asking for money and a ride to were issued a field interrogation
infonnation was cited for failure to Clinton Springs. The subject was . report and escorted off-campus..
comply with university officials.
·gone on arrival·ofthe police.
April 7, 2:30 a.m. ·April 12, 12:30 p.m. A wallet was reported lost i.n the A student reported that the two
Alumni Center. Hours· later, an front tires ofa car in the Village lot.
unauthorized credit card purchase were slashed.. . .
was made off cam us.
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Learning lab . incubates student-innovation
· CHAD FRAZIER.
The purpose or'the learning lab
Asst. Campus News Editor
is to incubate student businesses
Three. students ·have been iri- by providing a space for snidents
spired by the entrepreneurial muse to develop a business plan and·put
and have developed an idea that will it into action.
.This is done with the help of
·hopefully take the business world
by stonn.
director Patrick Longo and con- ·
.· SI Dynamics, tJie brain child of · sultation:s with local investors. The·
sophomore Luis Zaman, sophomore learning lab is funped through· a
Brandon Kraeling, and junfor For- grant "from National City Bank.
rest Pepper, is part of the Williams
· All three fQunders·are computer
College of Business Entrepreneurial science µiajors, with Zaman as
Center's Leaming Lab located at the CEO; Kraeling as CIO, and Pepper
Hamilton County Business Center asCSO.
in Norwood.
· Their business provides hosting

for web applications wJlich al- Dr. Sherrie Human.
· "One of the goals of the Xavier
lowscompanies to handle data off"We had talked about starting a Entrepreneurial Center is to consifo and take advantage of cutting company for a while. After talking . tinue providing high--level entreedge t~chno~ogy without the us.e with Sherrie and learning about the preneuria~ experiences both within ·
of an internal IT department. This 'incubator, we were able to tum our and outside the classroom," said
plan is ideal for small to ml:'.dium- ideas into reality, and the support Hum~_. "Our Student Learning Lab
from the lab has made it easier for at the HCBC provides both levels
sized businesses.
Curre~tly, SI Dynamics is de- . us to establish our business," si;iid · of experience for students. We have
veloping prototypes for the prod- Zaman.
taught courses at the HCBC so stu- ·
Zaman and company's business dents could network duririg break ·
·ucts and creating connections
, with potential clients and strategic is the·seco11d to occupy ~he Leam- with resident businesses, and we
ing Lab. The first was FliX DVD have a small but growing number of
partners.
Their interest in the incubator Rentals which now o_ccupies 'both · student businesses, such as SI Dycame after speaking with Castellini Gallagher Student Center and the namics .and FliX, that are locating
Chair in Entrepre~euri~l Studies, Learning Lab.
thefr startups in the incubator."

Irish senator brings ·message· of peace
RACHEL PETERS
Campus News Editor
Martin Mansergh, senator for
the parliament of the Republic .of
Ireland, will speak on "The Achievements and Problems on the Road to
Peace in Northern Ireland" at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday in·the Conaton
Board Room located on the second
flc:ior of Schmidt Hall.
Mansergh was born and educated
in Britain, where he received his
PPE degree and then a dQctorate ·
in French. history at Oxford University.
His father was a well-known
expert on dominion status and commonwealth history at Oxford.
It was during his studies at Ox-

ford that he developed a· strong
advisor to Albert Reynolds, as his
sense of Irish nationalism.
government pushed for the first IRA
ceasefire in 1994.
·
After receivin"g his Ph.D. at
· Oxford, M~nsergh entered the
By 1997, M~sergh haa become
Irish Foreign Sevice in the 1970s
the most prominent advisor regardand was.positioned at the Irish Eming Northern Irelarid to Taoiseach
.bassy in" Bonn, Germany.
· Bertie Ahem and was an essential
When Mansergh returned to
asset to the Irish governments
Ireland, he decided to abandon- ·
. negotiations of the Good Friday
'a promising civil service care.er
.Agreement.
and began working for Charley
Mansergh has since been at the
center of the Irish peace moveHaughey and Fianna. Fail in the
Ministry of the Taoiseach and later
ment.
as a speechwriter.
In 2002, he won aseat in the
. It was then that" he found himself
Irish Senate· on the Agricultural
locked into the political arena.
Slate of.Candidates.
Mansergh has peen a key advisor
He has recently been selected to
PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER PRESS RLEASE
in the Ireland peace process over the · Sen~tor Mansergh is a leader of run as a candidate for Fianna Fail in
p~st. several years. He was a close
peace efforts in Ireland.
.Tipperary South in tlie 9ext general

election.
The event is sponsored by .the
Department of Political Science and
Sociology, the Brueggeman Center
for Dialogue, the International Affairs Program, and Peace Studies .
Funding and suppprt for this
lecture has been provided by grants
from the.Friendly Sons of St~ Pat-·
rick Foundation, the McVay Memorial Lecture Series, and the Ethics,
Religion and Society Program of
Xaviei: University. ·
For more infonnatfon, contact
Dr. Timothy White at 745-2997 or
white@xavier.edu.
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Hi.de, park
Xavier is a divided campus. You work out, you shouldn •r mind a
·can find debates .between liberals · 10-minute walk. ·
··and conseryatives, people who call
. · It's true, parking passes are a
carbona~ed beyerages pop and peo-. little pricey, running between $I 00
pie. who call them soda (it's soda, and $140 dollars, depending on
stop trying to fool yourselves), and the type of pass. But you're paythe heated battle between Yankees ing $30,000 to come here-what's
·fans, Red Sox fans, and people who another $100, "which ·can ~ave you
hate. baseball.
a walk through the rain?
· But there is one thing that unites
On top bf all that,· Xavier does
our campus, a comm.on enemy, .if something t,mheard of in the sportyou will: the ·R2 lot. !That's right, i'ng. world: free parking. That's
no one likes it. It's SO far away right, parking is free for Cintas.
and uphill, and because of this you Yeah, but what's the point if stu..:
will fight tooth•and-nail ·for th.at dents can't get in, right? Well, the
cherished spot in the far· corner of only reason that people wouldn't be
the Promised Land, RL · ·:
able to get into RI, Chief Couch exLet's face it, parking at Xavier . plained, is because the lot is full. ·
· sucks, right? Wrong. In fact, you
And if you think about it, th.at
have it good here
makes sense.
at Xavier. PractiThere is practically every parkcally never a spot
ing spot on and off'
in RI, and having
campus is with.in a
the expectation
10-mimite walk to
of getting one
your class.
on game night
Ten minutes
. is just nai've. On
too long, you say?
top,of that, adSuck it up, team.
ditfonal lots are
You could be going
held in reserve for
to THE Ohio State PHOTO couRTESY oF 0Es1GN0Fs1GNAGE.COM students during
University where it's a 15-minute.. games, though they may not be as
bike ride to the bathroom, and a convenient as you'd like.
chartered flight to make it to class.
If you· live in the Commons. or
The truth is that there are over the Village, you definitely can't
3,375 parking spots spread out over complain because chances are
18 lots across Xavier's campus, · you call see your car right now.
with a~ additional 350 spots that . It's just that dam R2 that's killing
are contracted .for game nights. everyone.
Most of these spots are reserved for ·
Well, let me tell you a secret.
students, with some exceptions.
The.. Promised Land isn't full of
. One complaint is the O'Connor milk and honey (or any spots), and
Sports <;:enter parking 'lot and it's the same distimce as the walk to
how students aren't ·allowed to parking Hell.·
park there. Well, Chief Couch of
·so, next time you see Campus
Xavier's Campus Police, who was Police putting a boot on someone's
kind enough to answer questions car, tell them.thanks for upholding
about Xavier's parking, assures you justice and preventing vehicular
differently.
.
. anarchy on the lovely asphalt por0' Connor, in the day ·time, is tions of our campus. And don't get
reserved for faculty' and staff, but mad at Carripus Police, they just enafter 7:30 p.m. it is open to students· force the rules. The Xavier Pa~king
for parking. And honestly, people, Committee (yes, it's a real group of
if you're going to <;)'Connor to . people) make~ them.
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TWQ .thousand W.rongs make a right
PAT STEVENSON
The first crisis that the depletion
Asst. Op-Ed Editor Elect
.
of the world's oil supply would
One of. the more: interesting , solve is the American ·obesity

is the problem presented·by Social
Security.
·
·
When Social Security was estabpolitica(d~yelopniep.ts 9fiaie~·has :ep_i~~irtic. ·
. · ·
. lished i~ :19J5, the Jife expectancy
beert3 QJ.!~~e!LSt~t,es:;. s~~!\f!.tal)';_,_gf.. ·:,_::•,~A~ost tw.,o-~hirds q(Americans · for ·an.American. was. 60 years,
State. 9-?~dpleezz~ ;R,.ic.~!s n:c~nt ate overweight, whichniany people which made the retirement age of
stl!-tementthat the United States .· argue"is due to. the proliferation of 65, when people would be eligible
has made ''thousands~':. of errors · fast food and· general ayersion tq to collect benefits, seem vecy reain Iraq: · · ·
·
· proper. diet, but these people are sonable~ However, the. life expecShe clarified this comment by wrong.
tancy for an American in 2003 was
stating that she is "enough of a
The·reason Americans are fat roughly 77 years; yet the retirement
historian to know that things that is due to the existence of modem age remains 65.
looked brilliant at the moment tum
Obviously, this. presents a.n
out in historical perspective to be.
enormous problem with only one
m.istakes, and the things that look
good solution: lower the life ~x
like mistakes tum out to have been
. pectancy.
right decisions."
Pretty soon, oil is going to be-.
Most people have..written off
come so expensive that r~tirees who
· these comments as the most ridicusubsist on Social Security are. not
lous example .of political double"
going to be able to heat-their homes,
speak since Bill Clinton attempted
which will indubitably lead. to old
·to redefine the word "is."
people dying more quickly, reduc·This simply demonstrates once
ing the bu.rden ~n Social Security.
again how few people are able to
·Everyone wins!
grasp the .high-level rhetoric that
Many people argue that a better
.has become so characteristic of the·
. solution is to raise the·retirement
intelle.ctual powerhouse that is the
age to make it more consistent
Bush· administration.
with life expectfil1cy, but it must be
Fortunately for you, the reader,
remembered that the Bush adminwho niay not share~ the powers of
istration is ri~t in the business of
foresight .possessed by the Bush·
l'HOTO COURTESY OF CHELMSFORD.GOV.UK making good decisions.
administratfon, I can easily explain transportation, such as horseless
To reiterate Ms. Rice's point,
which of these so-called "mistakes" carriages, trains, aeroplanes, mo- bacl decisions eventually tum out
are actually going to tum out to · torboats, hang-gliders; etc.
to be good decisions, and as such,
be brilliant political moves down
Some people would have· you making mistakes is a good thing.
the road.
.believe that obesity can be preventSo if you find the iinage of fro- .
Many people whine about the edby'takingpersonalresponsibility. zen old people a!Id the demise of
Bush administration's failure to take to eat a healthy diet and engaging modem transportation distasteful,
measures that reduce America's re- . in a reasonable amount of physical just remember that in the future.
liance on foreign oil. Certainly the activity.
when you are nearing your life
average tree-hugging hippie cannot
.However, ff there were no mo- . expectancy of 63 years, in your
be expected to understand the long- torized vehicles, I would not have .. unheated house· with no motorized
term benefits of total dependency. to exercise self-:discipline regarding . vehicle in the driveway, you will
·on a finite source of energy, buf in my diet, because I would bum off thank the Bush administration. ·
reality, it's very simple.
quite a few calories during the283Thank them for their inaction
Assuming the current rate of oil . mile walk I would have to make to regarding dependency on foreign
consumption continues, the world Pittsburgh any time l wanted to see oil, because you alw.ays· ~anted
oil supply will almost certainly . mother and father.
to see what the 17th century was
be exhausted within our lifetime;
The se~ond crisis the Bush ad- like but were unable
make the
which would solve two major ministration is aiming to solve by · 625-mile walk to Colonial WilcriSes.
exhausting the world's oil supply liamsburg; Va.
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'Why everything grandpa told you about baseball is wrong'·

Late homer edges
Bearcats
BRIAN BOWSHER
Sports Editor

PHOTO COURTESY GOXAVIER.COM

Junior Adam Lipski watches his
go-ahead solo shot sail deep to
right center field ..
With the score knotted at 10-10
in the·top of the ninth inning.junior
Adam Lipski took his 1-0 pitch to
right center off the video board to.
give Xavier the win over crosstown
rival Cincinnati in non-conference
action on Monday evening at the
UC Baseball Stadium.
With the win, the· Musketeers
improve to 12-26 on the season,
while the Bearcats drop to 20-15
overall. ·
The Musketeers jumped out
early in the top of the first. The leadoff batter, freshman Neil Lindgren,
took his te~m-leading 29th walk
of the year and stole second to get
into scoring position. After a w,alk
by Lipski put runners at first and
second, senior Sean Brewer roped
a single into center to load the bases.
with no outs. The cleanup batter,
junior Chris Lozan, delivered a
run-scoring groundout to first that
put XU up 1-0 ·and left runners at
second and third. After another walk
issued to junior Jordan Wolf· loaded
the bases, junior Dari Hayden laced
a shot to center to Plate Lipski and
put the blue and white ahead, 2~0.
The Bearcats answered in 'the
bottom half with two runs of their
own. UC would not record a hit in ·
the inning but scored two runs on
four walks and a hit batter to tie
the score at 2-2 after one inning
of play.
With UC leading 4-2, pinch hitter junior Andy Zellers delivered·
his second double of the. season and
drove in the go-ahead ruii to give
Xavier a 5-4 advantage in the top
of the fifth: Junior Matt Waskerwitz
drove in the first run of the inning
with a blast through the left side to
cut the advantage to 4-3. Walks by
Brewer and Wolf ended XU's scoring, leaving the score 7-4.
Lindgren 's three-run. blast in
the top of the sixth provided what
would seem to· be insurance runs
for the Musketeers as the freshman ·
took the 1-0 pitch deep to left for
his tea~-leading fifth. homerun of
the season.
·
UC would counter the XU fifth
wit)l a six-run sixth inning. The
Bearcats. notched four of the six
runs with no one out and used seven
hits in the stariza to knot the score
at 10-10 after six innings.

.All passionate baseball fans
have their youthful memories of
sitting on their grandpappy's knee
at the local ball yard and listening
to stories of a player's greatness
because he hit .300, ha~ a bunch
of RBis, and was the best ·bunter
on the team ..
For the longest time, grandpa
was right; because there was no bet-·
ter way to judge a ballplayer ... until
now.
In re.cent years, a revolution
has taken place in Major League
Baseball. An infosion oflvy League
graduates with pocket protectors,
laptop computers, and a lack of
baseball experience aJ?ove tee ball
have worked their way up to high
·ranking positions within profes!
sional organizations, and are transforming the way players are evaluated and how the game is played.
These so-called Sabrmatricians
(Society for American Baseball
Research + the use of mathematical metrics) are now employed in
just about every MLB front office,
most notably in Oakland; Boston,
and Toronto, and have sought to
dispel the long-held myths that so
many managers, scouts, and fans
have held as the absolute truth for
over a century.
The following are just three
myths that have endured in baseball
sii:ice the l~OOs. If you long for the
nostalgic days of the old KncitHole
Gang, th~p you probably shoulqn't
read on. But if you want tcf gain
some enlightenment, keep an open
mind and consider the new school ·
look at America's pastime.

Myth 1: Batting average is
the most important statistic to
measure a bitter's talent.
Consider two hitters:-·Player A
;i/J,f"
has a batting average~of .330 and
Player B hits at ~ 65 clip. It's
clear which pla
s ·the better
hitter, right? Wron
possible
that Player A is a p
hitter (The Reds' Ton
o.
.for argument's sake), hits nothing
but singles and never draws a walk,
while Player B is a powerful slugger
who ·hits homeruns a11d ·racks up

PHOTO COURTESY SPORTSLODGE.ORG

While not your prototypical
leadoff man, Kevin Youkilis,·a.ka
the Greek God of Walks, has the
P.rerequisite OBP skills to thrive
in the tole.

PHOTO COURTESY ENQUIRER.COM

PHOTO COURTESY THEDIAMONDANGLE.COM

Adam Dunn's (left) 2004 batting average of .266 clearly shows he had a worse year ~han Tony
Wo!flack {right) who hit .307, right? Not so fast, my friend.
that greatly improves upon the players are a very rare·breed. When .
it comes tci filling out a lineup,
shortcomings of batting average.
In 2004, Tony Womack had. a managers should resist the temptac
batting average of .307 while Adam tion of placing their track star in the
il hit .266. If batting average . one-.hole in favor of a player who
mqst important statistic, will actually get on base.
say that Womack had a
than Dunn. However,
Myth 3: The closer is the
d SLG that' year most important pitcher in the
9, respectively, ·bullpen.
(league averDominant closers such as Mari.800) while ano Rivera, Brad Li~ge,. and Eric
·
.349/.385 . Gagne .command. huge salaries for
·pitching the final innings of games
an~ closing out wins for their te.am.
Managers almost always savethese
pitchers, typically the most talented
in the bullpen, for only the ninth inning of games in which their team is
inning. V,ery often, they \,Viii enter·
at the start of the inning,
. no one on base, and a
one and three runs. A
this is n·ot terribly
stressful,
age pitchers
should o a e ,
three outs
. without giving up~¥8~
\l!IF!ii>~
.
.
Now, consider ·· . ypothetical
. ~·t6ation in t
· t inning of a
close ga ·
ing pitcher tires
and giv
p a walk and a double to
·put
ers on second and third with
u. t. With the game on the line,
anager. wiff choose to replace
e starter with, not the closer, the
mosttalented pitcherin the bullpen,
. but with a: middle reliever, usually a
nt · pitcher who was not good enough
ility to make it as.a starter. If the less 7
lace (in· talented middle reliever fails; there
other wor
e an out).
is no usefor the closer to c~me in to
Lineups are usually constructed pitch later iri the game. If the middle
reliever succeeds
and survives the'
to place
the team's best hitters
in
.
.
. .
second, third, and fourth positions;, inning; pe is pulled for the closer to
making it the role of the. leadoff pitth in the'less stressful inning and
· man to get on base so the big hitters · ' r~eive .the high salary and fame.
. candrivehim in. Managers love the':···· Certainly, there will be situations
idea of their Ieadoff hitter stealing . in the eighth or ninth innings where
second and third so ~at the middle the Closers will be call.ed upon to
of the lineup can drive him in with · earn. their money and get out of a.
a sac fly, but a pfayer cannot steal. jam. Over the c·ourse of a 162 game
first base no matter how fast he is season, however, more games will
(hello, Deion Sanders).
be won. and lost by less talented ·
Teams are better off sacrific- pitchers in the sixth and seventh
ing speed for OBP in the leadoff innings than by theclosers in the.·
spot, even if it means inserting a ninth: The· most efficient bullpens
slow~footed, pudgy first baseman would send their.best pitcher to the
into that slot (see Youkilis, Kevin: inound in the most difficult· situaBoston Red Sox).
tions, buffor some reason baseball
In .a perfect wqrld, every player doesn't work that way. Without reli~
would have a complete package of able set up men, a high priced closer
. speed a.nd a high ·OBP, but these ha~ little impnrtance at all.
. ·

bases on b_alls (we'll say the Reds'
Adam Dunn).
Herein lies the weakness of
batting average as a performance
evaluator. Everyone can agree tha
a homerun is better than a trip
triple is better than a doubl
a double is better than a si
why should baseball plac
great emphasis on a metric tha
nores this crucial part of the g~me.
Thus, we have t~e stat called slug- .
.ging percentage (SLG).
· ·sLG takes a hitter's total bases

age was fir
anderCart
a walk w
the pitch
of the batt
· was not c
. As the,Tme
past cent
ho
er, a play
batting. e
nd a 'ility to dr
walk has. ome .a ~ued pi
Therefore, the st
On- ..
ercentage (OBP)is >;.,
nifif,f,lTly more valuable in judging
a gilyer's performance than batti~g
a~1(age. OBP is (oversimplisticfilly)
calculated
as hits plus walks
~lt.·1
'
.
di'4oed by plate appearances. In
oth~~words, OPB is the percentage
of the time a batter does not make
an out.
If Player A never walks, and
only reaches base via a base hit, his
OBP will equal his batting average.
In contrast, if Player B is proficient
_at drawing a free pass, his OBP will
be significantly greater than his batting average..
.Placing a greater emphasis on
OBP and SLG provides a more accurate depiction' of how a hitter has
performed over a period of time.
Sabrmatricians have combined
these.two statistics, term'irlg it OPS
(on:.. base plus slugging), and in so
· doing have created a single metric

the .
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Players' 'Assassins' was killer
EMILY HOFERER
•.
Theater Writer
Who doesn't love a little mad. ness ·and murder?· Stephen ·Sondheim does, and thaUs. a known
fact.
On the weekend of April 7-9,
the Xavier Ph,iyers put on four
performances of the murder-musical "Assassins." This is the second
Sondheim musical that Xavier has
showcased this year.
A total of.eight .assassination
· attempts are portrayed in this play,
but they rarely focused on who
was being killed. Rather, the play
look~d at who was doing the killing
and why.·
.
· The nine assassfos spotlighted
in this play range from the notorious, such as Lincoln's assa.ssin,
John Wilkes Booth, played by
Paul Lieber, to the· obscure, such
as Giuseppe Zangara, who tried
tci kill Roosevelt because he had a
stomachache.
The cast .also included the Balladeer, played by Scott Buzza. He
later took ·on the role of the most
famous assassin of all time, Lee
Harvey Oswald..

John Wilkes Booth. (Lieber, left) and Lee Harvey Oswald (Buzza)
Sondlieim refrains from showThe musical numbers are anying the politics and mystery behind thing but happy-go-lucky and upsome of these murders. and gives lifting; they talk about the simple
. the. audience a glance at why the ··act ofusing a gun in "Gun Song" or
assassins did what they did.
about murder in the catchy number
Some did it for love, others out "Everybody's Got the Right."
- of anger, some for the better of
Sondheim's dark humor is on
society, butthey were all united by display in the scene between Lyone common goal: the death of a nette Fromme arid Sara Jane Moore,
·
president.
played by Lisa DeRoberts and Lori

New Release·s
The following discs are due for release on or before April 1~ ...
The Alchemist 1st Infantry Deluxe (Koch) .. : Animal Liberation
Orchestra Fly Between Falls (Universal) ... Mel Brown· Blues:. A
Beautiful Thing (EI.ectro-Fi) ... The Cairo Gang SelfTitled Full Length
(Namack) ... The Follow Up With The Sun (Oni) :" Peter Madsen
Prevue of Tommorow(Playscape) .. : NOFX Wolves in Wolves Clothing(FatWreckChords)· ...'OCS The Cool Death ofthe Island Raiders
(Namack) :.. Ashley Parker Angel Ashley Parker Angel (Universal) ...
The Secret Machines Ten Silver Drops (Sire)
...All dates are tentative.
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live Wires·

Thursday, April20
Leftover Crack .
@Holy Grail

Thursday, April 20
The Frankl Project
@TopCat's .

Saturday, April 22
Against Me!
@Bogart's

Sunday, April 23
Hem
@ Southgate House

benefit of joinlna the Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for colleae •. 11 you quality,
. you can receive ii $20,000 Enlfstment Bonus, $65,000 .
College loan Repayment or $70,000 train the Army
j Colle.a F.und. Flrid ou.1 more at GOARMY.COM or
1-800-USA-ARMY.

Whe(e: 1790 SErle Hwy Ste E•

For additional:.:.·
. information can .

513-863-0646.
·or visit

· GCiARMY.COM.::

. Brandstette!, respectively. Their
physical presence and witty banter
made them entertaining to w~tch.
Another strong presence on. the
stage was Joe Ring, the ch~eleon
who took on the fonn of various
.politicians, as well as the Proprietor who distributed guns at the
beginning.
The perforinance was .entertaining and engaging, and while the
musical did not follow the classic
plot line, includinR climaxes, it
analyzed smaller stories an~ related th!!m in significance to one
another.
"Assassins" can be viewed as a
· musical about homicide· and mental
instability, but is also ~·great play
about American history. ·
· Many time periods are covered
by the nine featured assassins,
and topics and other. headlines
importanfto the time periods are
dispei:sed throughout the dialogue
and lyrics.
"Assassins" was an impressive
and challenging play about the
American dream and those who
look for it in the murder of its
leaders.

. Student art·
exhibition opens

7
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'Zoo Blooms'
The Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Gardens is featuring the
annual "Zoo Blooms" tulip display through April 30. The event
is the largest tulip display in the
Midwest ai:id features over 80,000
tqlips as well as hyacinths, daffodils, anq flowering trees. Zoo
Blooms is free with general zoo
admission. Adult admission is
$I2.95, and children ages 2-12
are $7.95. Parking is additional.
The zoo opens daily at 9 a.m. For
directions and more information,
visit www.cincyzoo.org.

·'Elephant Man'
The University of Cincinnati
College Conservatory ofMusic is ·
presenting '''The Elephant Man"
at 8 p.m; Wednesday through
Friday and at 2:30 p.m .. and 8
p.m. Saturday and Sunday at the
Patricia Corbett Theatre. F.or
tickets and more information, call
556-4183:

'Evil Dead'
The Student Activities Council
and Gallagher Student Center
Late Night Movie Series
be
·presenting "Evil Dead" at I I p.m.
on Friday in the GSC theater. This
cult classic is the adventurous tale
of a boy who must overcome all
odds to defeat the forces of the
supernatural.

will

colors and lines into an engaging
LINDSAY SLOCUM
Asst. Diversions Editor
·whole.
Senior art major Mercedes TryWhile the silks encircle the audiba 's exhibition "Communities" ence, inviting and welcom~g them,
comes at the perfect time, as seniors · the ceramics force the audience to
prepare io leave and incoming view from the outside, ostracized.
Late night Bucca's
freshmen .prepare to join the fam- The exhibit is a harsh reminder of
ily. The bright colors, soft silks and what those who are excluded from
strong ceramics of "Communities'' a community experience. _
The Student Activities Council
combine to fonn a powerful mes"Communities" is an experi- · and Gallagher Student Center
sage and astonishing experience.
ence of growth, largely because it
Late Night Snack Series will be
"Communities" is featured in has grown out of Tryba's experi-. featuring Bucca Di Beppo's at I 0
both the large and small galleries of ence at Xavier.· As a sophomore,
f!.nL on Thursday in the GSC food
the A.B. Cohen Center. The iarge Tryba served as a resident assis- - court. Conie enjoy free pasta for'
gallery features a series of large tant in Brockman Hall. "This got
<!11..Xavier students.
silk panels.depicting circles in bold · me th.inking about ·communities. ·
reds, greens, yellows, oranges and Familiar images of the housing
violets. "The circle imagery de-, became circles, and the circles
picted reflects that of a'community: grew itito these large images." The
circles are found in nature, they community experience is what drew
are 'represented in tpe life cycle, Tryba to Xavier. She spent an entire.
food chain, and spiritual beliefs. week attending art classes before
University Singers
Circles h~ve a quality of continuous choosing Xavier University over
movement, con~ection and fluidity, the Art Institute of Chicago.
The Xavier University Singers
creating an energy that is found in
An artists' reception will be held
will be perfonning at 7:30 p.m. ·
a community," says Tryba.
from 6 to 8 p.m. on Friday, featurFriday and Saturday in the Gal~
The signs of nature are evident: a iilg live music, food, and wine.
large green and red chain of circles Tryba's works will be available for
Jagher Student Center. Tickets
combine irito a caterpillar, hover- purchase. The gallery is open Monare $2 for students and $5 for
adults.
ing over layers of red and brown~ day through Friday from IO a.m.
·fonning ap. ant cofony. The smooth· to 4 p.m. For further infonnation,
forms of nature at first clash with conta:ct M. Katherine Uetz, Directhe harsh lines of the circles of hu- tor for the University·Art Gallery,
man cities, but Tryba combines the at 745-38I l.
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April 19
It's the time of year when· the
birds start making noises like
crazy. They chirp incessantly
By .Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar,, email Newswire~Calendar@xavier.edu .
outside my window now that the
weather is nice again. .
For some, the birds are a relaxing reminder of the natural world
Apri/22.
April 20
that surrounds u·s. For others, the
The Kickball for Kids tourney
· As a child, I spen~ a lot of time
chirping is a reminder of the circle
continues throughout today on the
of life that Elton John sang· so in my backyard. I remember once
greenspace.' Stop by, watch some
when my brother wanted to go
beautifully about.
freakin' sweet kickbal(and donate
For me, the noise stresses me inside, so he convinced me that
money fo Kids' Cafe.
out. I used to believe I could speak the squirrels in the tree above me
Don't· worry, nerdiepophs, you
to birds and would spend hours were going to jump on my face,
Xavier Honors Students:
won't miss a moment of your preoutside trying to talk to them. It scratch it up, give me rabies and
Unthreatened.since
1972
. .
'.
cious All Honors Day which starts
suffocate me.
never worked, but I keep trying.
Needless to say, I believed him
If you 're too smart to be a nerd, at9a.m.
I just want to know what they're
. You can still wear your shiny ribtrying to say to me! Just tell me! without hesitation and went inside · you're probably a creepo! In that
screaming. To this day I'm nercase, you should check out the Late bon declaring your honors student
·What is it?! What do you want?!
No, I didn '~ have a lot of real- vous around squirrel-filled trees. Night Movie Series featuring "The status throughout the tournament.
Evil Dead" in Gallagher Student Just remember it looks lii5:e a bullspeople frien.ds. Thanks for bring- Now you know the truth.
eye to everyone else who will be
There wili be a Late Night ·Center Theater at 11 p.m.
ing it up.
A program entitled. "Your Snack in the Gallagher Student
:roo smart to be a nerd but too holding kickballs or blunt objects.
If you missed it last night, check
Health, Your Life: African-Amer- Center food court featuring Bucca anti-culture to be a· creepo? Well
out the Xavier Singers' show "Feeican Health Symposium" will di Beppo at IO p.m. It'll be the hello, hippie! Buses for the Hawi'lin' Emotions" in Gallagher Student
ian-themed Boat Dance leave from
be held. in the Gallagher Student · perfect way to curb the munchies
Center Theater· at 7:30 p.m.
on this special day.
Buenger Circle at 6:30 p.m.
Center from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
And yes'; Hawaiian and hippie
At 3 p.m. in the Conaton Board
are equal in my book. If that ofRoom, there will be a Faculty Recfends you, you can shoot me. But
ognition ceremony.
'April23
April
you won't because you probably
For all my profess~rs reading
The Kickball for Kids champithis column, you know I'll be
Well, my goodness gracious dori 't own a gun because you beonship will be taking place on the
there. I' JI be the one in the back sakes alive! Today has an activity lieve they're evil. Listen up. People
greenspace .. Watch yourself.
going, "Oooh! Oh! Right here! I for every stereotype you· could pos-: don't kill people. ·I kill people. ·
The Xavier Players Banquet will
That's a lie. I'm just so confused
.have seen him before! I win! HA! sibly think ot1
take place from 4 - 5;30 p.m. in the
IN YOUR FACE!".
First item on the list is·for the a:fter seeing the Sing\')rs perform
Studio Theater.
. I'm not worried a.bout anyone nerds, since they're undoubtedly "Singers Feelin' Emotions" "in the
Maybe we could makeith all the.
catching wind of this obnoxious the anxious ones waiting to find Gallgher Student Center Theater
verbs to beith in this form. That
outburst because I'~ quite certain something to do tonight. There is a at 7:30 p.m ..
w.ay, birthday boy William Shakenone of my professors ever read Celebration of Honors at 4:30 p.m. · Don't ever fe.el any emotions?
speare may comeith, or he may not
this back page .. Then again, I in the Conatori Board Room. It'll You jock, you. Check out the
becam~e he isith very deadith. Who.
should maybe make sure of that be stocked with sugary sweet apple Kickball fRr Kids tourney on: the
knowesith what could happeneith.
greenspace' startirig this afternoon~
before I say anything ...
and orange juices. Party!

SATURDAY··

· FRIDAY ·

SU.NDAY·.·
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This is it. The last Monday of
classes this semester.· What are y"ou
going to do to celebrate?!· I'll probably ·sleep in and miss class, like I
always do. But at least it will be the
last time I have to .feel guilty about
missing class and wasting money!
Drinks for everybody!
· Federal Express will be recruiting on campus in. the Gallagher
Student Center starting.at 11 a.m.
I've been. suspicious of that
company- ever .since Wilson, the
talking ·volleyball, spoke about his
experiences as a. castaway at my
high school. If you ever heard him,
you'd understand too.

TU.ES DAY
April25
The Psi Chi Induction will take
place at 6:30 p.m. ·in the Cloc~tower Lounge. .
.
In 1948, Mario Andrctti made
his racing debut in the Nazareth
Speedway in Nazareth, Pa. Before.
the days of uniquely decorated
cars, for a few moments at the race,
nobody knew who was driving the
winning car.
Wh.en he popped his victorious head out of the car, he said
in his strong Italian accent and
high-pitched voice, "Ciao, everybooody! Isa me! Mahrio!"
His angry brother,Luigi, shook
his fist in.rage after finishing third
to•both Mario and that cocky
speed demon, Yoshi. · If only he
had seen thafbanana peel on tum
three, .tliings might have turned out
differently'. ..

For classifieds information, call Ann Tassone at 745-3561 or email her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

General
XavierAdvocates are available
for ariyone who has experienced
sexual assault, relationship violence, stalking and/or any kind of
harassment. Advocates can offer
you CONFIDENTIAL support,
information on your t>ptions and
advocacy with.the criminal justice
system or the Xavier .disciplinary process. Call 513-872-9259.
Everybody's Records and
CDs. Voted the best of the Cincinnati area with the larget selection
of new and used records and CDs.
Specializing in rock, alternative,
hardcore, hip-hop, R&B, punk,
indie; jazz, blues and country.
We carry music, DVDs, posters,
stickers, buttons and magazines.
6106 Montgomery Rd. at Ridge:. .
·

·For.Rent
1015 Dana - large apartments
available for 2006-07! Wireless
internet, secure entry, off-street
parking, laundry, . across from
campus! · Two bedroom/$595,
4 bedroom/$1,200, and 6 bedroom/$1,400.
Call 886-3710.
Three bedroom apartment on
Hudson a few blocks from campus.
More than 1,400 square feet, offstreet parking, free laundry, $850
per month plus utilities. Avail-·
able end of May. Call 617-9249.
WOW! Across from campus ..
Wonderful studios; one, two, and
three bedroom fantastic apartments. For photos or information, email cincivegan@juno.com.

House forrentat2233 Cleneay.AvailabJe·
July 2006, three to four bedrooms, kitchen and bath, close to campus, laundry on
site; $800/month. Call Tim at 769-5240.
House for rent at 3906 Ivanhoe. Available July 2006, two bedrooms for
$500, four to five bedrqoms for $1,000,
six to eight bedrooms for $1,600,
two .kitchens, three bathrooms, close
to campus.
Call Tim at 745-0770 ..
Great Norwood apartment available
less than one mile from campus. Duplex
that can be rented with 2, 4, 5 or 6 bedrooms: Fully compliant with Norwood
housing codes. New siding, windows, .
driveway. Positive student re(erences
available. Available June 1. Email cknippen@yahoo.com . or call. 708-5287.
Three to four bedrqom apartment at 1931
Waverly Ave. Off-street parking, washer/dryer, updated kitchen, and only two
minutes from campus. $1,200/month or
$300 per person. Call Doug at 967-7109.
Housing availabl~ from May through
mid-August at 1429 Dana Ave. $375
per month plus utilities. Cable in the
bedroom, right across from campus,
deck, dishwashr.r. No rent in month of
August. Email perezhalesm@xavier.edu. ·
Large one·to six bedroom apartments
available. Located on Dana Avenue.
Heat and water ·paid, hardwood noors,
fireplaces, free off-street parking. available, porches, cable/high speed Internet
ready, coin laundry, various furnishings
available, quick walk to campus! Call
673-4946 or email kuntzha@gmail.com.
Whole house and three bedroom for rent
for school year or summer. Walk to school.
Call Jon at 325-2 I 7.Ifor n;iore il)fonnation.

. Eight bedroom, three bath, two
.kitchen .mansion.'. N.ewly ' updated,
painted (January 2006);, Hardwood
floors, dishwashers, g-disposals; 8car off-street parking. Covered· porch,
pasketball !:OUrt ·(February · 2006),
motion sensors, $350/person. Heat,
electric .included! Available June l,
2006. Call Scott at (310) 383-1122.
Need a place to live for the summer?
Sublet starting in May or June at 1924
Hudson Ave. A furnished bedroom in
a newly renovated five bed.room hou.se.
Call 322-3570-for more information.
Three and four bedroom houses available for summer and next school year.
Two blocks from campus, clean, fully
equipped, off-street parking, laundry,
next to other student housing. Call
616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com.

Help Wanted
Private club in the Hyde Park area
is looking for a. part-time receptionist. to work two: to three evenings per
week. Hours· are 2-10 p.m. .Must
be proficient· with Micrci~oft Office
Programs. Fax resume to 533-5232.
Summer employment - College Pro
is now hiring painters to work outdoors
with other students. Earn $3,000 to
$5,000. · Advancement opportun~ties!
1-888-277-9787. www.collegepro.com
"Part-time summer child care
· needed for a great six-year-old boy
during weekdays in Amberley Vil- .
!age; one or two days a week. Must
have references, own transportation, and enjoy ,playing sportS, read- ·
ing, swimming, etc. Call 351-9949
or ·email bethagin@Jcinci.rr.com.

Part-time nanny needed two days per
week for two-year-old. From 8 a.m.
- 4:30 p.m. preferably, but hours and
days are negotiable. Salary at least
$8/hour. Call Stephanie at 703-7071.
Babysitters needed for Cincinnati
families. Starts $8/hour. Work around
classes .. Must have experience babysitting and own transportation. Apply
at www.TheSitterConnection.com.

..

Summer day camp located north
of Cincinnati is hiring for certified
lifeguards over . the .age of 21 and
camp counselors. All necessary train.ing provided. Great hours, excellent pay and a fun rewarding summer
experience. Call Shay at 623-8241.
Sitters wanted: Average $10 per
hour. Register free for jobs near campus
orhome.Visitwww.student-sitters.com.

Come-work with one of Cincinnati's
favorite Reds, Tracy Jones of Amerigroup Mortgage! Work Pru:t:time with
varying shifts to fit your schedule and
receive weekly and monthly bpnuses
working in qur marketing department. We will provide any necessary
Piano players wanted to.teach piano training so that .You receive valuable
to children in their homes. Teaching industry knowledge of the mortgage
experience is not necessary but must business, ·and provide you with room
for advancement! Start making $12
have five or more years of formal
lessons. Positions are year round to $20 an hour today! Short drive to
. and a minimum of one yea~ com- . Kenwood Towne Center exit off Montmitment is required. Pay is $19.25/" gomery Road. Call Bill or Michelle
hour plus bonuses. Call 459-3069 ·at 842-6094 or 842-0115! Start youror · visi~ www.playtimepianci.com. self ~n the path to a great !:areer now!
Math tutors wanted! · Mathnasium is looking for tutors at its West
Chester center to work with kids
in grades 2-12. Tutors start at $8/
hour. Spring and summer opportunities ·are available. Call .759-MATH.

Imm~diate opening for part-time
nanny in Mt. Lookout home. for toddler (17 months). Approximately 24
to 27 hours per week, Monday through
Thursday. Some nexibility with times
. and would consider job sharing. Nonsmoker .wanted, no pets at the home.
Experience with toddlers helpful, but
most importantly want smiling face
and loving disposition. References re·quested. Call 600-5415 if interested.

Immediate need for nanny in Mt. ·
Lookout ,home starting now through
summer. ·Flexible hours, Monday
through Thursday schedule. N on-smok. er wanted, no pets in the home. Experience with toddlers helpful; references •
requested. Call 600-6526 if interested.
.

.

Summer workers needed. Excellent job for college students. Outdoors, 40 hours per week, $7.50$9.00 per· hour.
Call Steve at
708-5288 · for · more information.

